
Gifted Update 

South Euclid Lyndhurst Schools 
STEP UP and ALPHA Programming 

Third Grade STEP UP    Mrs. Gina  Arnold  

The third grade STEP UP students attended a field trip to the Cleveland Museum 
of Natural History. They had the opportunity to explore techniques used by            
paleontologists and were taught how to analyze fossil plants and animals to            
determine ancient environments. They explored the museum galleries and      
identified geologic time periods associated with the fossil record. Also, students 
excavated a fossil which they were able to keep. 

We have been reading the book Wonder-
struck by Brian Selznick, which partially 
takes place in the American Museum of Natural 
History in New York City, New York. This story is 
about Ben and Rose who secretly wish their lives 
were different. Set fifty years apart, these two 
independent stories—Ben’s told in words, Rose’s 
in pictures—weave back and forth and ultimately 
intertwine. The students have been  participating 
in rich discussions while making        

connections to the characters and  making predictions about what will 
happen next. 

 

3
rd

 Grade ALPHA Reading      Mrs. Marcia Armbruster 

    

 The 3rd grade ALPHA reading students at Adrian, Rowland, and  Sunview 
are reading and blogging about the novel Sees Behind Trees by Michael 
Dorris.  The blogging is part of their virtual classroom using Kidblog, a private, secure 
blogging site for schools where teachers and students can share reading and writing via 
blog discussions. Sees Behind Trees is a Native American  coming of age story about a 
young boy with a unique but troublesome gift.  This story allows us to see how we accept 
and use our own gifts, just as Sees Behind Trees learns to do with his. The  students have 
been analyzing and evaluating some choices and decisions made in the story and the   
reasons behind them, and making comparisons with their own lives.  As part of the STEP 
UP and  ALPHA Reading field trip to the Natural History  Museum we recently took, the 
ALPHA 3rd grade readers were able to see dioramas of early Native American life, which 
helped to bring even more meaning to the novel. 
    Great news from the 3rd grade ALPHA reading classes!  Supreme Court Justice           
Sotomayor received our blog writings we sent her after reading Sonia Sotomayor, A Judge 
Grows in the Bronx, by Jonah Winter!  She very graciously wrote us a personalized class 
letter expressing her gratitude and sent us wonderful words of wisdom and advice to not 
give up on our dreams.  Justice Sotomayor also sent each child in ALPHA Reading a       
personalized autographed photo of herself! I know this will be a treasure for these       
students for years to come! 
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Working with fossils at Natural 

History Museum. 

Viewing dioramas of 

early Native       

American life. 

Justice Sotomayor 



The ocean is blue 

Just like the tide, 

15 x 5 goes with 75. 
Roses are red 

Violets are blue 

 38 is in love with 19 x 2. 

Valentine’s Day 

Adrian ALPHA Math “Love” Poems 

Original Ancient Greek Number System Game—5th grade ALPHA Math 

 

        The ALPHA math third graders learned how to play the game 24, where all four numbers on a 
card are used in mental math to equal the number 24.  After mastering this challenging multi      
operational game, the students created their own challenge cards with higher numbers. These 
cards were then traded amongst the three elementary ALPHA Math classes so the students were 
able to play cards created by their math peers.  The ALPHA math third graders then began a 4th 
grade Math Mission challenge on the website Khan Academy, which allowed them to work on    
advanced math at their own individual levels. This is a program which they now have access to at 
any time, so please encourage your child to work on it at home any time they wish for challenging 
fun.  The classes are currently working with money, solving and creating Face Factory challenges, 
money problems that involve addition of multiple items of varying different prices. 

Grade 3 ALPHA Math    Mrs. Marcia Armbruster 

Student used Khan 

Academy to learn 

about coding. 

Concentrating on a 24 Math Challenge card. 

Using Perseverance while solving               

math challenges 



ALPHA READING: Grades 4   Mrs. Gina Arnold 

The fourth grade ALPHA reading students are in the middle of a novel study. 
They are currently reading Masterpiece by Elise Broach. The main focus of the 
novel study is to utilize the guidelines of Shared Inquiry. Shared Inquiry is an  
active and collaborative search for answers to questions about the meaning of 
the text. It is a method of learning that promotes deeper thinking through   
reading, writing, and discussion. The students are involved in rich discussions 
where they have the opportunity to clearly express their ideas, while building 
upon the ideas of others in the group. The children also had many opportunities 
to analyze character development, taking note of which characters are dynamic 
and which are static, while comparing and contrasting themselves to the      
characters. They are also using Kidblog, an online blogging site, to communicate 
about the book. 

 

ALPHA READING: Grades 5  Mrs. Gina Arnold 

The fifth grade ALPHA readers had the opportunity to choose a self-selected 
novel to read. Self-selected reading fosters intrinsic motivation. When real 
world readers choose a text, they are reading to learn and to enjoy. They        
accomplish these tasks by selecting a text that fulfills their needs. This choice 
allowed the students to become deeply involved, captivated, absorbed and   
immersed in a text—in other words, engaged. Once they finished the novel, 
they were able to choose their own literature response activities. Students     
rewrote chapters, wrote poetry, and created plays and commercials about their 
book. They shared their responses in class, which has motivated the students to 
read each other’s books. 

 

ALPHA READING: Grades 6  Mrs. Gina Arnold 

The sixth grade ALPHA reading students just finish an integrated unit on      
Leadership. They watched a short movie called I Am Yup’ik, which is tells the  
story of a 16-year-old Alaskan Native, Byron Nicholai, who leaves his tiny village 
to compete in a basketball tournament hundreds of miles across frozen tundra. 

Byron leads his village to a championship in the district tournament, which     
ultimately unites the Toksook Bay community and creates hope throughout the 
team, family members, and the community-at-large. The students spent time 
analyzing multiple themes from the video including pride, resilience, respect 
and resourcefulness. They participated in rich discussions about leadership and 
what it means to be a leader, while reflecting on their own leadership style. As a 
culminating project students wrote compare and contrast essays, comparing 
their leadership strengths and weaknesses with those of Byron. The students 
used peer editing to improve their essays and had the opportunity to read their 
essay in class. We celebrated their hard work with a sweet treat! 

Book Discussion 

5th graders sharing 

self-selected books.  



Invention Convention: 4th—6th grade STEP UP    Mr. Robert Bell and Mrs. Gina Arnold 

The fourth, fifth, and sixth grade STEP UP students have been working very hard preparing for the Invention    
Convention. Students completed their final prototypes and are working on their Inventor’s Journals. They are  
also practicing for the interview portion of the competition. The goal is for the students to independently, clearly 
and confidently articulate and answer questions about how the idea originated and the steps he/she took to 
complete the project. 

The display board are finished and they showcase the materials that the students used to create the prototype, 

the problem they are attempting to solve and the process that they went through during the design process.   

Students also created a logo for 

their new product. 

 

Our gifted program at Greenview  is always going at a fever pitch.  The students find themselves learning with 
a curriculum that is quality, not quantity.  It is hands on, engaging, and challenging.  Each Friday their daily agenda is 
filled with critical thinking skills.  Their day starts with a challenging short story from the Junior Great Books that uses 
shared inquiry to extrapolate meaning.  Then we move on to a daily ritual of cognitive challenges.  We just concluded 
a series of survival games where the students worked together using practical and logical thinking to order items that 
they would need to survive in various extreme conditions.  They have to learn to listen, reason, and draw conclusions 
as a team.  A real life "think out of the box" group interaction activity. 
       Each week there is a different area of focus that involves various challenges.  For example, one week it was visual 
challenges.  Activities were organized where students worked in teams to solve visual riddles, identify various hidden 
artifacts in classic art works, and have some fun playing board games like Blokus, Quarto, and Boggle to name a few.. 
 
      Each Friday, count on something that will challenge and continue to foster the love for learning.  I hope your child 
shares all the unique activities and challenges the gifted resource room has to offer.  

Grade six students using the 
sixth grade gifted resource 

room and  working together on 
the annual egg drop 

STEM challenge.  There were 
several unique ideas and some 
wonderful success stories for 

this activity.   

Sixth Grade STEP UP    Mr. Robert Bell 

Save the Date 

May 7, 2019 

Greenview Upper Elementary 

6:-00 pm—7:00 pm 
Parents will have the opportunity to view the 

student inventions and to talk with the GIS.    

ALPHA students will also share projects from 

this school year. A flyer will be sent home     

closer to the date. 

Working on tri-fold 

board for the Invention  

Convention, 



Junior High STEP UP Mock Trial                    

Our 7th and 8th graders           
participated in a mock trial in 
February. This has been a semi-
annual event for our Junior High 
gifted students in STEP UP. With 
the cooperation of a Lyndhurst judge and his staff the students were 
treated to an outstanding life experience.  

Mock trials embody critical thinking in the classroom.  They are an extremely effective tools 
for improving student analytic skills.  In STEP UP the gifted education curriculum has a     
priority of developing life long skills and is dedicated to making life long memories.  If we 
can expose our students to the knowledge of potential careers, and have them practice 
the strategies of real professionals, we can mold a path for them to follow that will allow 
them to focus on a vocation that fits for them. 
 

From the mock trials we will transition to formal debating.  Something that comes natural 
for them...arguing. 

 

Our high school gifted education students recently participated two enrichment opportunities: a leadership and public 
speaking workshop hosted by the Educational Service Center of Cuyahoga County.  Students learned some lifelong 
strategies to assist with their future endeavors as movers and shakers. 
 
The leadership workshop was run by Paul Pendleton, Director of Leadership Services for the ESC of Cuyahoga County, 
and Russ Ham, Senior Pastor at the United Methodist Church of Macedonia, OH who train professionals in all aspects 
of professionalism.  Some of the strategies that were taught the students were leadership styles, importance of vision, 
reaching consensus, team building, and creating positive environments for success. 
 
The second opportunity was on Public Speaking.  As we know, public speaking will be a huge part of their lives, as they 
grow into productive members of society. 
 
This workshop focused on such skills as fear reduction, preparation tips, presentation design, and building a winning 
style. 
 
The presenter, Lisa Ryan, president of Grategy, has an impressive resume of helping all types professionals, and 
worked extremely well with students from several surrounding districts. Our own SEL students performed admirably. 

Brush High School Students                

Engage in  Activities at the ESC 



Grade 4 ALPHA Math    Mrs. Marcia Armbruster 

 

Greenview 4th graders ALPHA Math students have been working on two different Continental Math   

Challenges with the 4th grade STEP UP class and have been peer teaching problems they solved correctly, 

helping students analyze different strategies used in working these advanced problems. The class has  

participated in a variety of mental math lessons and practice sessions in 

preparation for the class Mental Math class competition, which was    

rescheduled for March. 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade 5 ALPHA Math    Mrs. Marcia Armbruster 

 

ALPHA Math 5th graders participated in learning and working with the third ancient number system in the 

series, Greek Numerals.  They learned the history behind this number system, beginning and advanced 

numbers, and how to work math problems using only ancient Greek numbers.  They are creating their 

own challenging ancient Greek number system game. Some students are incorporating coding, creating 

computer games, making card games, and inventing board games.  The students will have an opportunity 

to play each other’s games, as well as give peer feedback to the game makers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade 6 ALPHA Math    Mrs. Marcia Armbruster 

 
        Greenview 6th Grade ALPHA Math students took the third and fourth Continental Math challenge 
practice problem set, which will continue through the end of the school year.  They are keeping track of 
their data and the class data to see improvements over the year. Currently the students are working with 
the very challenging Ancient Mayan number system, which is a base 20 number system.  Of all the    
different number systems we have studied over the past two years, this one is the most difficult to read 
and work with. The students are doing a great job, and are creating a Ancient Mayan number system   
bingo game for us to play. 

Working on math games. 

Enjoying ALPHA math session. 

Working on computerized    

Ancient Greek Math. 



Some more photos from this quarter.   

Grade 4 STEP UP Positive  

Person from this quarter. 

Grade 3 STEP UP Me Museum 

student from this quarter. 

Grade 3 STEP UP STEM Challenge. 

High School Public Speaking seminar 

at the Educational Service Center. 

Gabe Host interviewing Adrian ALPHA 

students about blogging and receiving a 

letter from Justice Sotomayor. 



 

 When I have the opportunity to talk with students, I often ask them about the challenge that 

is presented to them in their school work. I let them know that challenges are a good thing and that 

by maintaining a “growth mindset” and employing a good work ethic, they will be able to master 

whatever the task may be. 

 In the gifted programming in SEL, classroom teachers who have had professional development 

in gifted child education, work with our certified gifted specialists to provide appropriate challenges 

for our students who are identified as gifted. In order to develop a growth mindset, students need to 

experience challenges and struggles. 

 Challenge is the core of the growth mindset; without it, students don’t get the opportunities 

to take risks or learn to fail at something. Carol Dweck, an advocate for nurturing a growth mindset in 

our students states that by learning how to deal with struggle and to take a cognitive risk is how    

students develop a “sense of progress.” 

 As we continue to make the students in SEL comfortable with challenge,  teachers and parents 

need to continue to be involved . Students have to experience activities that require them to try and 

try again.  I share with students the story of the cleaning product 409. This product has the name 409 

because the creators of this cleaner tried 409 formulas before that found the one that worked the 

best. As learners, students need to have the same mindset and be willing to continue trying to solve a 

challenge until they are successful. Parents and teachers help to scaffold them in this process.  

 As we work to create classrooms where challenges are readily accepted by our learners, and 

teachers provide them with tasks and activities that challenge and force them to persevere, parent 

support at home will be helpful. Some questions that parents may want to ask their student about 

academic challenges that they may face: 

 What did you learn from the challenge? 

 How did you keep going when you struggled? 

 What steps did you take to make you successful today? 

 What are some different strategies you could have used? 

 Thank you for your support of gifted programming in SEL. Working together we hope to    

challenge your student and to help them develop and employ a growth mindset when presented with 

challenging materials. 
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